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2017 Rules Proposal Thread
Posted by dpRacing Dan - 31 Oct 2016 10:34
_____________________________________

Ok boys and girls, the time has come for us to propose/discuss/debate any proposed rules for the 2017
season. 

 NASA is already pressuring me to have the rules wrapped up in an unrealistic time, but we WILL need
to expedite this this year. Let's try to keep this constructive.  If you have an idea, please post it up on the
thread, voice your reasons, and be prepared to have them dashed or supported. I will read all comments
and hear all reasoning. I will ONLY do this here- no phone calls please. Emails are ok, but THIS is where
we go to discuss rules. PLEASE keep this civil- I dont want any huge arguments to spin out of control.
Lets all be grown ups, and keep this friendly. 

 Please remember, only rules that will increase reliability, or performance WITHOUT significant spending
or changes will be considered. Remember EVERY change effects not only cars in your region, but
EVERY car in the country running under these rules. I wont consider anything that cannot be quickly or
easily done to EVERY car in the country competing (this is about 175 cars nationally). My main goal is to
keep our cars as reliable and competitive as possible, without spending lots of money. 

 Ready?

 Set.

 GO!

============================================================================

Re: 2017 Rules Proposal Thread
Posted by dpRacing Dan - 07 Dec 2016 09:34
_____________________________________

Thank you all for participating in this forum thread. Some pretty good suggestions and discussions on
here.

  NASA has been up my ass to get the rules in for the last month and I've been working on these for the
last couple weeks. 

 I should have them published and posted by the end of this year.

T

============================================================================
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Re: 2017 Rules Proposal Thread
Posted by Atteberry - 07 Dec 2016 11:00
_____________________________________

While I can understand NASA wanting to get the rules process completed and would be pressuring you
to finish up discussions and send them any 2017 revisions, if it was me I would not let that influence the
time schedule of getting rules reviewed discussed and revised.  This is especially true when any
proposed rules change involves a safety issue , of which we have several  If it was me I would tell them
that several significant safety issues have come to light late in the process and need to be fully
investigated and vetted before the rules are published for the 2017 season.  I suspect NASA will be
understanding in that manner and would not put pressure on you near term.  If they do push back then
we should consider having several of us contact the individuals involved in pushing for a hasty
publishing of the rules without considering certain safety issues and tell them to be patient.  Remember
we are the clients of NASA and without us they do not exist as an organization.  They are a for profit
organization.  If need be we can say that 944 Spec would consider stopping its participation in NASA if
we are not given the needed time to properly vet all our potential rules changes.

============================================================================

Re: 2017 Rules Proposal Thread
Posted by kimballkc - 07 Dec 2016 11:14
_____________________________________

AgRacer wrote:

We also had a fuel rail leak causing a fire this season in the Southeast. I believe ours to be related to
one or more bolts being loose/gone which caused a fuel injector to leak. Not exactly a fuel rail failure, but
have had those in the past.

Also, we had another left front spindle failure this past week end at Road Atlanta. I have recommended
to our fearless leader to include an advisory statement in the suspension section which states the
following:

Spindles which are drilled to accept the speedometer cable were utilized on the 1983-1985 944 and on
the 1987-1988 924S. This hollow spindle will fail in racing conditions. It is advised that you update
the drivers side front spindle to the non drilled version from the 85.5-86 model year 944.

And to think that both of these things happened to one car! Are there any more dangerous things that
can go wrong that I need to be aware of? 

I was lucky enough to have already decided to go in the pits when the spindle failed and somehow did
not wind up doing much damage to the car, but this is a MAJOR issue with these cars that I had never
heard about prior to it happening. I highly second that a warning about this issue be put somewhere
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everyone will see it.

============================================================================

Re: 2017 Rules Proposal Thread
Posted by dpRacing Dan - 08 Dec 2016 12:32
_____________________________________

Atteberry-

 This thread was posted 5 weeks ago. I also cross posted this on our 944 Spec FB page.  On top of that,
we've had all season to voice any rule suggestions or concerns. I even contacted all directors
individually asking them to encourage members to participate (5 weeks ago). We are the only class
without finalized results. 

 Dont worrry, safety is my highest of concerns. 

 This issue is not a new one. Fuel rails have not JUST started breaking - this is generally tied in with cars
with incorrect balance shaft belts or that have had a history with them. 

 I recommend all of you with concerns about rules to reach out earlier, or log in promptly when this
begins. This process is the same it was a year ago, as well as in the past. The rules are not something I
work on only at the years end, but rather something I note, research, and work on year round.

 Thank you all for your contributions! Who's ready for NOS and aero? I kid, I kid.

============================================================================
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